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Abstract
In this paper we have discussed variant of systematic and repair
strategies for N queen’s problem for different positions and size of
board of problem space. We introduce the intelligent Heuristic
search algorithm for solving the N queen’s problem with different
size of board positions. The intelligent Heuristic search algorithm,
that we propose here is based on major part of local search
methods and backtrack systematic search. The algorithm is more
interactive behavior in the strategy of changing the task during the
search. Algorithm separates the hard and soft constraints and all
the hard constraints have to be completely satisfied while the soft
constraints do not required being satisfied. we compare the
produced result with another systematic search algorithm and
analysis their results and performance.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we indicate the problem of constraint
satisfaction with N queens’ problem. A constraint
satisfaction problem is a problem where one has to find a
valuefor a finite set of variables satisfying a finite set of
constraints (Freuderand Mackworth 1994) (Mackworth
1997) (Tsang 1993). Research in this field involves finding
methods to solve such problems efficiently. Constraints can
be found in many places in daily life like, rules and
restrictions, requirements, machine capacity and preferences
are all constraints. One major application is scheduling. The
variable weeds to store values from their respective domains
and solution of problem which are define in term of CSP as
the assignment of a value to all variables in such a way that
no constraint would be violated. In CSP every variable have
the define domain of the possible values and variable hold
the value only from the defined domain.

1.1 What is N–Queens Problem
A commonly used example of CSP is the N-queens
problem. The N-queens problem based on domain of a
chess board of

N×N squares using N queens as pieces and as the chess
game, queens threaten other pieces horizontally, vertically
and diagonally. The goal of a game is to place all queens on
the board so that they do not threaten each other.
The constraints defined by the N–queens problem are:
(a) No two queens may be placed in the same
row.
(b) No two queens may be placed in the same
column.
(c) No two queens may be placed diagonally from
each other.
(d) No two queens occupy the same square on the
game board.
First of all we must identify a set of variables to formalize
N-queens problem of CSP. For that purpose the 8-queens,
problem as a CSP is to make each of the 8 rows pn the 8
queens, problem a variable. The formal set of variable is,
N = { θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , . . . . . . . .θ 8 }

Each variable of set can take one of the eight
columns as its value.
D θ 1 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 , 8 }
D θ 2 = {1, 2 , 3, 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 }

M
Dθ 8 = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 }
According to the rule of problem each row as a
variable has ensured that no two queens can be on the same
row. To show that condition as a formal rule.
V i, j ; θ i ≠ θ

j

Now let us look for second rule of N-queens
problem that no two queens are on the same diagonal.
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V i , j if θ i = x and θ j = y

Then i − j ≠ y − x
There are two basic class of strategy for N-queens
CSP problem.

1.1 (a) Systematic Search Strategies
In systematic search strategies we put one queen onto the
chess board at a time and make sure that no constraint is
violated, until 8 queens are placed on class board. Use the
backtracking if at any point are cannot find a safe place for a
queen. If the squares are tried systematically, all possible
board situations will be tried if necessary.

1.1 (b) Repair Strategies
In the repair strategies put all 8 queens onto the board on the
basis of random choice and if any queen threatens by
another queen then try to more it to a new position on the
board. There is a possibility that solution can eventually be
achieved.
I our testing we are using various systematic and
repair search for solving the 8-queens problem. The
following are used to salve the 8-queens problems as
systematic search strategies:
1.

Backtracking Search

2.

Look ahead search

3.

Evolutionary Algorithm

4.

Iterative broadening algorithm (Book-A/121)

5.

PCSP Branch and bound algorithm.

2. Intelligent Heuristic Search Algorithm
Systematic search strategies produce any solution or all
solution of N-queens problem and these algorithms also
divided in subgroups. These systemic search methods
explore systematically the complete search space. But
incomplete search methods or repair strategies do not
explore the complete search space. Their non-systematic
nature produces the voids results of completeness but their
computational time is reasonably reduced. That’s why;
these algorithms sufficient when just same solution is
needed.
The systematic search have the demerit of the free search
and if any wrong decision produce by algorithm then
backtracking is necessary but in local search methods, when
a problem is tightly constrained, solution not produced by
these.The above mentioned discussion produce facts that the
different features of systematic and non-systematic search

methods are complementary on bases of characteristics of
both systematic search algorithm and repair search
algorithm we developed a new search algorithm that is
names as "Intelligent Heuristic Search Algorithm."The
intelligent Heuristic search algorithm, that we propose here
is based on major part of local search methods and
backtrack systematic search. The algorithm is more
interactive behaviors in the strategy of changing the task
during the search.We propose an interactive algorithm that
works in efficient iterations and used a set of various and
partial complete solution. Every iteration of intelligent
heuristic search algorithm is tried to improve the partial
complete solution of previous iteration. We can also test the
solution after the assigned variables during the iterations of
algorithms. Algorithms used a function that selects an
unassigned variable to be assigned in the current iteration
step. The process of selecting variable could be expensive in
some cases due to complexity of computing and used
algorithm. That's why, we can select a subset of unassigned
variables randomly and select worst variable from this
subset.
The intelligent heuristic search algorithm used two different
functions. First function used for variable selection and the
second function used for value selection. These functions
are combined characteristics of backtracking search and
local search with new developed strategies. We can also
used information related to the previous value of variables
in selection of non-assigned variables in execution process.
In every iteration of loop the first function used that select
an unsigned variable to be assigned. After the selecting a
variable we are required to complete the process of value
selection by the second function. By the function algorithm
tries to final most preferred with minimal potential future
conflicts values for the variable and also which cause the
least problem. Algorithm used intelligent heuristic so that it
is possible to apply randomize the value selection strategies
or we can say that it is possible to select a set of values.
Algorithm separates the hard and soft constraints and all the
hard constraints have to be completely satisfied while the
soft constraints do not required being satisfied.
The method to select a variable involves heuristic with order
in which the variables are instantiated. Instead of doing this
randomly the sequence of initiations can be ordered and it
can either be done globally before the search starts or
locally at every node. In the N-queens problem for instance
this would lead to an ordering from the middle rows
outward, since a queen in the middle row bounds the search
more than one on the top or bottom of the bound. The order
of the variable dynamically determined at each node of the
free and this type of selection called local selection. The
second function of algorithm, select-value checks all
constraints that refer to the current variable, previous
variables and forthcoming variable.
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3. Result of Algorithm
In this part of chapter we will present the efficiency of the
described in intelligent heuristic search algorithm on the Nqueens problem and we compare the produced result with
another systematic search algorithm.
Size
N

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

No Of Solution

92
352
724
2680
14200
73712
365596
2279184
14772512
95815104
666090624

Time (Sec.)
Avg. Time
Systematic
Search
Algorithm

Repair
Search
Algorithm

.002
.006
.009
.010
.33
2.10
13.89
75.01
573

.002
.004
.008
.013
.29
2.29
13.66
75.04
571

Intelligen
t
Heuristic
Search
Algorith
m

the back tracking search strategies with constraint
propagation. As a part of future work will include a positive
application to minimal perturbation problem and possible
extension of concept include verification on other types of
problem. The basic goal was to design an algorithm named
intelligent heuristic search algorithm for solving
complicated n-queens problem with different size of board
which their complete solution could not be found in a
reasonable time.
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